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A CATALAN ABROAD

Strip search

BY FREDERIC BARBERÀ . Lecturer at Lancaster University

T

here’s
nome either, although
thing quite
it
seemed
he
so character
couldn’t wait for me
building as a good
to get my clothes off.
dose of humiliation.
But there was a probNEIL STOKES
My latest brush with nstokes@cataloniatoday.cat lem. I was in my mothe great god of hutorbike gear and
bris led to me just
shedding a padded
about stripped to my smalls at a leather jacket and steel-plated
hypermarket checkout.
boots takes time. With the
Still, it's not every day I get queue behind me filling up (no
compared to Enrique Iglesias. doubt with gloaters who had
Do you remember the ad in chosen that checkout to lighten
which the silver-tongued their boredom) I tried again
heartthrob strips to his undies and again to get through the
in an attempt to get through a detector without it beeping.
metal detector? Me neither and
Finally, in holey socks, cheap
when the woman at the check- trousers and a freebie t-shirt,
out pointed at me and invoked next to a pile of clothing as tall
the great crooner’s name I just as myself, I worked out what
thought she was being weird. was happening: I had bought
In fact, she was being sarcastic. the trousers I was wearing from
I always thought my mother that very hypermarket a couple
was being overcautious when of weeks ago. His suspicion arshe chided me about changing oused, the guard ordered me to
my undergarments in case I find the electronic tag. It isn’t
was in an accident. Yet, even at easy searching the lining of
that tender age I was miffed your trousers without taking
that her fear of disgrace out- them down, especially while
weighed her concern for my you’re trying justify why you
physical integrity. "There’s bad are wearing trousers worth €6.
news and there’s good news, It was only later, at home, that I
Mrs Stokes. We're not sure if came across the tag, sewn into
your son will make it but let me the lining like a CIA bug.
congratulate you on the whiteI should never have been in
ness of his underpants ."
that shop but instead of going
I’m glad she wasn’t there the home, showering and changother day when the hypermar- ing, I thought I’d save time on
ket security guard gazed at me my way home from a long shift.
with a mixture of pity and sus- As if to ram the lesson home,
picion. It was a look I re- released by the guard, on my
member seeing on the faces of way out of the main doors, in
girls who had begun to sober stocking feet and hoisting my
up. I could tell that the security belongings, the metal detector
guard didn’t want to sleep with gave a final beep.

A fond farewell
Four years on and one of CT’s original columnists turns a new page

Frederic Barberà has filed columns from the UK and many other places in the world /EUDALD PICAS

T

his is the very last column in a section
which has lasted for almost four years
and has produced some 250 articles.
Now, the editor has kindly offered me
this space to say goodbye to my readers.
The concept of “A Catalan abroad” may now
have run out of steam, as this anglicised Catalan
has often written from Catalonia. The personal
tone in these articles and the occasional scholarly
matters addressed may also explain the need for a
change in perspective: a new voice from which I
may hopefully continue to engage readers in these
pages. Unless there is an unlikely avalanche of
e-mails by readers begging the editor to reinstate
the column, that’ll be it for now.
During this period I’ve sent pieces from such
places as Oran, Toronto, Bonn, Brussels and Galicia, but above all from and about Britain and Catalonia, the two parts of the world that have shaped
my ways of seeing more deeply. Here I have occasionally aired the paradise lost of a Catalonia I left
at the age of 21, possibly a picture distorted by the

tricks of memory and the lyrical lens of yearning; a
reality that might only exist in my head.
Yet I have also attempted to show the uncomfortable hiccups of a complex Catalan history and
identity to newcomers and local readers alike. This
task hasn’t always been easy.
Thus on one occasion 22 angered locals reacted
en masse to a piece on a broken memorial dedicated to some Italian soldiers killed in 1939 near
Lleida. Acting as a cultural broker through English
hasn’t been easy either: I was once reminded by
two expatriates that my articles can be arrogant,
abstract and filled with obscure name-dropping.
And yet, I also ignited the interest of a French
woman whose grandparents crossed the Catalan
border in 1939, two young journalists who invited
me to contribute a piece on the Civil War to their
electronic magazine, an English student in her
year abroad eager to know more about Catalonia,
or two PhD students who like my travel notes.
Thank you all for giving renewed life every week
to this column for so long.

FRONT PAGES FROM HISTORY
BY JOSEP BOSCH. www.josepbosch.net

New York Herald Tribune - Tuesday August 7, 1945
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t was the bomb that changed the
history of mankind and the balance
of power in the planet. From then
on, war would be something different, and in the political vocabulary and in
military strategy there would be new concepts like the 'doctrine of mutually assured nuclear destruction'.
The first ever atomic bomb dropped in
early August 1945 practically erased the
Japanese city of Hiroshima and caused
70,000 deaths in a few seconds. Death
perhaps would have been better for the
many more that suffered horrendous
burns and the painful effects of radiation
for years to come. It was the ultimate
punishment for an obstinate nation that
did not want to give up after starting its
own war of aggression and terror in Asia
years before Hitler’s attack on Poland in
September 1939. It was the only weapon
that could convince the Japanese military

leaders of the futility of resistance. With
the first atomic weapon and the warning
that more were to come, the only alternatives for Japan were surrender or total
destruction. And the Americans were

ready to drop more of these terrible
weapons to end the war swiftly.
When the frail voice of Emperor Hiro
Hito, of Japan was heard for the first time
on the radio, the reasons for surrender

were clear: “The enemy has started using
a new weapon that is the cruellest possible and one whose power to spread damage is really impossible to calculate. If we
continue the fight the result would be not
only the total collapse and obliteration of
the Japanese nation but the total extinction of human civilization”.
The only way out for Japan was to reverse policy and declare total surrender.
The New York Herald Tribune, reporting on the event said that “the mightiest
explosive force ever devised by man has
hit Japan. Today Washington military
authorities were convinced that this historic development of American and British science will shorten the war and that it
marks the beginning of the atomic age,
the future benefits of which civilization
can only guess at present”.
A new nightmare had been created for
humankind.

